
 

 

 

MATHEMATICS STRANDS 

The Five Strands of Mathematics Proficiency 

 

 

 

Mathematics Content Strands 

Number 
sense, 

properties, 
and 

operations 

 

Number Facts Algebra and 
functions 

Measurement Data 
analysis, 

statistics, and 
probability. 

Geometry & 
spacial 

awareness 

 

NB: Government Document: Teaching Primary Mathematics June 2020. Ready to Progress will support the planning for core sessions on return in September 2020 and our fluency session 
where we will pre teach.   

 

Conceptual 

understanding 

Procedural 
fluency  

Strategic 
competence 

 

Adaptive 
reasoning 

Productive 
disposition 

The “integrated and 
functional grasp of 
mathematical ideas”, 
which “enables pupils to 
learn new ideas by 
connecting those ideas to 
what they already know.”  

“building conceptual 
understanding supports 
retention, & prevents 
common errors”. 

This is defined as 
the skill in carrying 
out procedures 
flexibly, accurately, 
efficiently, and 
appropriately. 

 

This is the ability to 
formulate, represent, 
and solve 
mathematical 
problems. 

This is the capacity 
for logical thought, 

reflection, 
explanation, and 

justification. 

This is the 
inclination to see 
mathematics as 
sensible, useful, and 
worthwhile, 
coupled with a 
belief in diligence 
and one’s own 
efficacy.  

 

The five strands of mathematics proficiency clearly connect with our core curriculum aims 

and principles: 

A balanced curriculum 

Content is rigorous and challenging 

There is coherence and relevance 

Knowledge rich and values vocabulary 

 

Our mathematics curriculum is sequenced to build on and revisit and apply knowledge.  

Lessons are be broken down into components, making explicit connections and links 

between the different mathematics topics and other subjects.   

In mathematics we teach the most important knowledge; identifying the big ideas and key 

concepts within a teaching sequence. Our rigorous and challenging mathematics curriculum 

deepens knowledge through exploring a breadth of technical and everyday vocabulary. 

Using a developmental approach in mathematics we revisit knowledge and ideas already 

acquired, as the starting point for new learning, it allows for the coherent expansion of 

knowledge and the gradual refinement of concepts. It recognises, too, the integrated nature 

of mathematics knowledge and stresses the connections in content in the different 

mathematics topics.  

 

http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/teaching/concept.htm
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/teaching/concept.htm
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/teaching/procedure.htm
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/teaching/procedure.htm
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/teaching/strategic.htm
http://mason.gmu.edu/~jsuh4/teaching/strategic.htm


 

 

 

 

 


